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2 Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.



The all-new SCALA strikes just the right balance between  
boldly new and timeless. Its taut, sophisticated five-door  

profile encompasses a host of unique new features and  
intuitive technology. Sporty, generously spacious and  

versatile, it adapts to go wherever life takes you.  
Unmistakably ŠKODA yet fresh from bumper to bumper, 

the SCALA moves you seamlessly into the next era. 

TIMELESSLY NEW
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CITY CAR OF THE YEAR

VW UP!
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STRIKINGLY  
VERSATILE

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.



FULL LED REAR LIGHTS
These LED rear lights incorporate 
dynamic indicators. A first for ŠKODA, the 
indicators sweep sideways whenever you 
signal your intention to turn.

EXTENDED TAILGATE GLASS
Personalise your SCALA by extending the 
tailgate glass down beyond the lettering. 
The look is further enhanced with full LED 
rear lights and dynamic indicators in the 
tailgate design pack.

PANORAMIC ROOF
Enhance your travel experience by  
lighting up the interior and, on sunny  
days, prevent dazzling passengers with  
the electric sun blind. From the outside, 
every inch of the roof is covered with the 
black design detailing.
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You know it’s a ŠKODA because of the iconic styling cues. But with the SCALA,  
a stronger, sharper shoulder line, sleeker LED headlights and a deep lower grille  

mark new territory. For the first time ever, the ŠKODA name is positioned  
proudly across the boot, while the dimensions combine stability, safety and  
space efficiency. In the SCALA, substance and style live happily together.    
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AMBIENT LIGHTING
Tailor your space to be more comfortable 
with subtle ambient lighting running along 
the dashboard.

DUAL-ZONE  
CLIMATE CONTROL
Whether keeping you cool in the summer 
or cosy in the winter, this electronic system 
provides year-round comfort. It’s also 
fitted with a humidity sensor to reduce 
windscreen misting.

REAR PASSENGER COMFORT
The knee and head room in the rear is 
exceptional, and includes heated rear seats 
that are regulated by a separate control  
on the rear side of the front armrest.  
Two USB-C slots enable convenient 
universal media charging.

VIRTUAL COCKPIT
10.25" digital display replaces the
traditional instrument dials and can be
customised with five views (Classic,  
Basic, Extended, Modern and Sport).

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

INNER STRENGTHS
The inside story is inspiring. Bright, airy, spacious and a quality feel are ŠKODA trademarks, but there is much more  
to explore. New tactile trim and materials are complemented by next-generation driver assistance, comfort and  

safety systems – while ambient lighting creates a subtle welcome. Once inside, the Virtual Cockpit incorporates a  
host of online services, extra functionality and plenty of scope for personalisation. More than ever, this is your space.
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THE WORLD AT  
YOUR FINGERTIPS
Connectivity shouldn’t stand still – it should go wherever you go.  
With ŠKODA Connect you’re fully online all the time, with easy  
access to a world of entertainment, useful information and  
24/7 assistance. Making the best use of your connectivity  
is simple, with touch or gesture. Everything helps to  
forge an even closer bond between driver and car.

SMARTLINK
From taking calls to switching between 
your favourite playlists, SmartLink  
enables you to safely use your smartphone 
through the infotainment system.

NAVIGATION SYSTEM
The Amundsen satellite navigation system 
with 9.2" colour touchscreen display will 
happily get you from A to B, but why 
stop there? With its Bluetooth®, DAB 
and SmartLink capability, it offers more 
connectivity on the go.

INFOTAINMENT
The SCALA features the latest generation 
of infotainment system offering greater 
connectivity and personalisation than any 
other ŠKODA, allowing you to set your 
favourites for easy access every time.
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The new ŠKODA Connect system turns the SCALA into a fully interconnected car. 
Infotainment Online provides satellite navigation, traffic reports and calendar updates. 

STAY CONNECTED

Models shown are not UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.



Models shown are not UK specification.

As you would expect from ŠKODA, SCALA features one of the largest 
luggage compartments in its class. Combined with a roomy interior, it  

makes all passengers, front and rear, feel comfortable even on long journeys.
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ELECTRICALLY-ADJUSTABLE 
DRIVER SEAT 
We go to great lengths to put comfort 
firmly in the driving seat. Quite literally 
in this case, as the driver’s seat can 
be electrically adjusted including the 
lumbar support to suit your needs.

JUMBO BOX
The Jumbo Box is extremely handy for 
holding cups, as well as storing your 
gadgets, house keys and books.

You’d expect the SCALA to provide plenty of user-friendly space, simple controls and a 
quality feel. But we’ve taken the interior to a whole new level. Now there’s more space 

for everyone and their belongings, with an impressively vast luggage compartment  
and a cabin that really lets everyone relax. When you glance at the sharp, compact  

exterior, you wouldn’t believe how accommodating the SCALA can be.

11Images shown may not be UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

SPACIOUS STORAGE
Several storage compartments have 
been included in the interior to help you 
keep it looking its best. Some can also 
be air-conditioned, making it perfect 
for storing chilled refreshments.

FOLDABLE TABLES
Built into the backrests of both front 
seats, the foldable tables with drink 
holders can be used for more than  
just your refreshments. 

SPACE TO  
SAVOUR
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ELECTRICALLY OPERATED BOOT
The boot can be opened and closed at will with  
a quick touch of a button on the remote control  
or in the driver’s door. A button for closing the  
boot is also located on the boot door itself.



Thoughtful, simple details count. So we’ve added a whole 
host of them to the SCALA. These are the features that  

make everyday trips and longer journeys effortless. There 
are lots of optional touches to choose from too – covering 
entertainment, communication, storage and much more. 

ELECTRICALLY 
FOLDING TOW BAR

Activated by a switch in
the boot, the SCALA’s 

foldable tow bar ensures it is 
safely hidden when not required.

ICE SCRAPER
Mounted out of sight inside the fuel 

cap, this handy ice scraper is ideal for 
those frosty mornings.

REAR-VIEW CAMERA
Hidden under the boot handle, the rear-view 

camera makes light work of reverse parking,  
with an integrated washer to keep obstacles 

visible.

UMBRELLA STORAGE
A spot of rain will never dampen your spirits again  

thanks to the umbrella located in the driver’s door.

Models shown are not UK specification.  
Some of the equipment shown is optional.

IT’S ALL IN  
THE DETAIL
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HIDDEN PROTECTION
Cleverly concealed under the 
steering wheel column, the knee 
airbag is designed to protect your 
joints and shins in the event of  
a collision. This ingenious safety 
feature is available as an option 
on both SE and SE L models.
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BLIND SPOT DETECTION
In another ŠKODA first, SCALA 
features the latest Blind Spot 
Detection system. Not only does it 
use road markings to help keep you 
in lane by gently intervening with the 
steering, but it also uses different 
radars to monitor a longer area 
behind the car to help you safely 
change lanes.

AUTO LIGHT ASSIST
Automatically turns the full beam 
on and off depending on the current 
lighting conditions and traffic.

ADAPTIVE  
CRUISE CONTROL
Adapt your speed automatically 
with Adaptive Cruise Control, which 
uses the radar in the front grille to 
maintain a constant distance from 
the vehicle in front at speeds of 
15mph or more.

REAR TRAFFIC ALERT
Included as part of the Blind Spot 
Detection system, this assistant 
helps you reverse safely from a 
parking space when visibility is 
restricted. It can also activate  
the brakes automatically if an 
imminent collision is detected.

15Images shown may not be UK specification. Some of the equipment shown is optional.

SAFE TO THE CORE
The safety of you and your passengers is built into every part of the SCALA. It starts at the  
very heart of the car – with a strong, rigid body, a finely tuned chassis and carefully designed  
crumple zones. We’ve added a range of clever electronic features and advanced driver  
assistance technology, so everyone on-board enjoys reassuringly advanced protection. 
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EAGER AND  
EFFICIENT

Every option in the SCALA engine range brings  
you a balance of strengths. So whether you  

go for our petrol or diesel version, you’ll enjoy 
refined accessible power and real efficiency.  
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DRIVE MODE SELECT
Allows you to select the car’s parameters 

and behaviour featuring Normal, Sport 
and Eco mode, plus Individual mode to truly 

meet all your needs.

DIRECT SHIFT GEARBOX (DSG)
The seven-speed DSG automatically adapts to  

your driving style, whilst taking road conditions into 
account. It reduces the strain on the engine and 

stress to the driver, by deciding when to change gear, 
leaving you free to concentrate on the journey.

SPORT CHASSIS CONTROL
A A system of adjustable shock absorbers to improve ride and 

handling. With Normal mode for everyday travelling and long 
journeys, and Sport mode which improves the road grip in 

more dynamic driving conditions.



STANDARD EQUIPMENT

SCALA S
Anything but standard, this entry-level trim is packed  
with features and thoughtful touches.

WHEELS
> 16" ALARIS ALLOY WHEELS

SAFETY AND SECURITY
> FRONT ASSIST

> LANE ASSIST

> EMERGENCY CALL AND PROACTIVE SERVICES

> TEMPORARY SPACE SAVER SPARE WHEEL

EXTERIOR
> BODY COLOUR DOOR MIRRORS AND HANDLES

> BASIC LED HEADLIGHTS

INTERIOR
>  LEATHER STEERING WHEEL, GEAR  

AND HANDBRAKE LEVER

> GLOVEBOX WITH COOLING SYSTEM

> CHROME INNER DOOR HANDLES

ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION
>  RADIO SWING WITH 6.5” COLOUR DISPLAY,  

FOUR SPEAKERS, BLUETOOTH AND DAB RADIO

> TWO USB-C PORTS

 

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
>  MANUAL AIR CONDITIONING

>  ELECTRICALLY ADJUSTABLE AND HEATED  
DOOR MIRRORS

> HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE DRIVER SEAT

> FRONT AND REAR ELECTRIC WINDOWS

> MULTIFUNCTION TRIP COMPUTER

> SPEED LIMITER

> REMOTE CENTRAL LOCKING

> HILL HOLD CONTROL

18 Models shown are not UK specification.

RADIO SWING FRONT AND REAR ELECTRIC WINDOWS16" ALARIS ALLOY WHEELS
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RECOMMENDED OPTIONS

>  CRUISE CONTROL
  Make longer journeys safer and more comfortable by 

regulating your vehicle’s speed.

>   PRIVACY GLASS
  On the rear passenger windows, privacy glass not  

only adds a sporty look, but also offers protection 
from the sun.

>  DOUBLE SIDED BOOT FLOOR
      Keep your car's boot immaculate with this easy to 

clean boot liner. Fabric on one side and plastic on  
the other, it fits perfectly onto the car's floor cushion, 
protecting your boot space when transporting dirty  
or wet items.

>  TEXTILE FLOOR MATS
  Add a new level of comfort to your journey with floor 

mats in the front and rear. 

>   DRIVER KNEE AIRBAG
  The knee airbag gives you extra protection in the 

event of a collision.

PRIVACY GLASSCRUISE CONTROL



STANDARD EQUIPMENT

SCALA SE
There’s nothing standard about the host of features on SE models. We’ve included numerous elements  
that define the SCALA’s exceptional levels of comfort and advanced driver assist technology.

WHEELS
> 16" ORION ALLOY WHEELS

SAFETY AND SECURITY
> ALARM

>  RAIN AND LIGHT ASSIST WITH AUTO-DIMMIMG 
REAR-VIEW MIRROR 

EXTERIOR
> FRONT FOG LIGHTS

INTERIOR
>  DECOR STRIP ON DASHBOARD AND DOOR PANEL

>  INSTRUMENT CLUSTER WITH CHROME PLATED 
DECOR RING

> MANUAL LUMBAR SUPPORT FOR FRONT SEATS

ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION
>  BOLERO RADIO WITH 8" GLASS TOUCHSCREEN 

DISPLAY WITH EIGHT SPEAKERS, BLUETOOTH  
AND SMARTLINK 

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
>  CRUISE CONTROL

>  REAR PARKING SENSORS

> HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE PASSENGER SEAT

> STORAGE UNDER FRONT SEATS

> 12V SOCKET IN LUGGAGE COMPARTMENT

> FRONT READING LIGHTS

> GLASSES STORAGE IN FRONT ROOF LINER

> JUMBO BOX IN THE FRONT CENTRE CONSOLE

20 Models shown are not UK specification.

CRUISE CONTROL GLASSES STORAGEFRONT FOG LIGHTS
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RECOMMENDED OPTIONS

>  17" STRATOS ALLOY WHEELS
  Including anti-theft wheel bolts.

>   VIRTUAL COCKPIT
   Put all the information you need right in front of  

your eyes with the customisable 10.25" digital display.

>  FRONT AND REAR PARKING SENSORS
      The sensors produce an acoustic sound when 

reversing towards objects to inform the driver of  
the distance between the car and the object.

>  ELECTRICALLY OPERATED BOOT
  Gain instant entry to the boot by simply pressing 

the button on the remote control, inside the cabin or 
directly on the boot.

>   REAR-VIEW CAMERA
  When reversing, use the camera to help manoeuvre 

the car. The camera is displayed on the infotainment 
display so you can quickly and easily check the camera 
and the mirrors.

17" STRATOS ALLOY WHEELSVIRTUAL COCKPIT



SCALA SE L
Simply adding depth to the generous SE specification, SE L brings technological  
and material refinements that can really make your journey.  

STANDARD EQUIPMENT (OVER SE)

WHEELS
> 17" STRATOS ALLOY WHEELS  

EXTERIOR
>  CORNERING FRONT FOG LIGHTS

> PRIVACY GLASS

> ELECTRICALLY FOLDING DOOR MIRRORS

>  FULL LED REAR LIGHTS WITH  
DYNAMIC INDICATORS

INTERIOR
> BLACK MICROSUEDE UPHOLSTERY 

> CHROME ON GEAR AND HANDBRAKE LEVER

> CHROME STRIP ON DASH AND DOOR PANELS

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
> DUAL-ZONE CLIMATE CONTROL

>  COLOUR MULTIFUNCTION TRIP COMPUTER 

>  KEYLESS ENTRY AND START/STOP

>  REAR CENTRE ARMREST

ENTERTAINMENT AND COMMUNICATION
>  AMUNDSEN SATELLITE NAVIGATION WITH 

9.2" GLASS TOUCHSCREEN DISPLAY WITH 
INFOTAINMENT ONLINE (ONE YEAR)

>  VIRTUAL COCKPIT
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KEYLESS ENTRY AND START/STOP VIRTUAL COCKPITAMUNDSEN SATELLITE NAVIGATION
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RECOMMENDED OPTIONS

>   18" VEGA AERO POLISHED BLACK ALLOY WHEELS
  Including anti-theft wheel bolts.

>     ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL
  Adapt your speed automatically with Adaptive Cruise 

Control, to maintain a constant distance from the 
vehicle in front.

>  ELECTRICALLY OPERATED BOOT
  Gain instant entry to the boot by simply pressing  

the button on the remote control, inside the cabin  
or directly on the boot.

>       EXTERIOR DESIGN PACK
   Enhance your space with our panoramic roof including 

electric blind. This pack comes with a host of other 
features including extended tailgate glass, plus full LED 
front and rear lights, dynamic indicators and ambient 
lighting for the interior.

>  TAILGATE DESIGN PACK
  Add an elegant and premium touch by extending the 

tailgate glass onto the boot door and complete the 
look with the other pack items including full LED rear 
lights and dynamic indicators.

18" VEGA AERO ALLOY WHEELSTAILGATE DESIGN PACK
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MAKING  
IT YOURS
The SCALA has a unique and distinct personality  
– and so do you. That’s why our intuitive online car 
configurator makes it simple to add individual  
elements and flourishes throughout your car. 

With just a few clicks, you can fine-tune the on-board technology,  
luxury touches, or practical features. It’s time to turn a standout  
ŠKODA into your standout ŠKODA.

Visit skoda.co.uk/scala and select Build Your Own  
to begin creating.

For full technical specifications and pricing,  
speak to your local ŠKODA Retailer.

Models shown are not UK specification.

COLOUR TRIM TECH SEATS WHEELS



25Please note: Colour range is reproduced for illustration purposes only. Actual on-car colours may vary from those shown as print processes do not allow exact reproduction of the paint colours. Your ŠKODA Retailer will be pleased to advise you.

EXCLUSIVE COLOUR

VELVET RED

SOLID COLOUR SPECIAL COLOURS

METALLICS

VELVET RED

CORRIDA REDENERGY BLUE

MOON WHITE

BLACK MAGIC PEARL-EFFECT QUARTZ GREYRALLYE GREEN

MAPLE BROWN

BRILLIANT SILVER

RACE BLUE

CANDY WHITE

METEOR GREY



The information in this brochure referring to specification, design, equipment, material and external appearance relates to the time at which this brochure was printed.  
Whilst every effort is made to ensure its accuracy, the information in this brochure is not binding and is subject to alteration. Some images within this brochure depict  
left hand drive models, with both standard and optional equipment shown. Please confirm exact specifications, prices and colour availability with your ŠKODA Retailer  
who will be notified of any changes as they occur.
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